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A D&amp;D 4th Edition Campaign for Fantasy Grounds 2

Set in The Forgotten Realms

Muttering_Insano



The ASPECT Enigma

“Morality?” Kelven shouted, as he stared incredulously at his opponent. “What does morality have to do with

anything? This is about what lines my pouches, and yours for that matter!” He gave the board another glance and

moved his bishop, slamming the onyx piece down for emphasis. “If you think for one second that I’m going to

pass up an opportunity to get in thick with Ku-tan over the lives of a couple of teenaged kids, you’re absolutely

out of your fucking mind!” Kelven screamed, spraying spittle over the board. “That’s what they’re here for Barrett.

Remember? That’s why BlackThorn was formed in the first place.”

	 “They’ve been here since they were born, Alarond. We raised them,” Barrett interjected. He quietly took

Kelven’s rook with his knight and sat back in his chair. This was getting intolerable. Akim Barrett was no saint,

but Kelven was heartless. “Check,” He muttered. Kelven slammed his fist down on the table and retorted, “No,

not we. You! You and Shaughnessy. And don’t think I don’t realize that bitch has something to do with your

sudden concern for these... pawns.” Barrett winced at the reference to Shaughnessy. The fact was, she did affect

his feelings for the scratches. She had raised them. They were her children, and his too in a way. He paused for a

moment, thinking of the proper way to word his retort. “My concern isn’t sudden, and Shaughnessy plays just

as important a role in this organization as you or I,” He replied. “If she didn’t, you wouldn’t have any pawns to do

your bidding,” Barrett sneered.

	 Kelven pushed his chair back and stood leaning over the chess board into Barrett’s face, “Listen, I don’t care

if this is what you would do, I don’t care if it’s the right thing to do, and I certainly don’t care what Shaughnessy

thinks. This is what I’m ordering. And in the end, you’ll thank me for it! Now let’s finish this game.”

A few hours later Barrett knocked on Brynne Shaughnessy’s door. After a moment the door opened a crack, then

swung wide. “Pack your things Brynne. We’re leaving.”



Introduction



Welcome to The ASPECT Enigma: A 4th Edition

Dungeons &amp; Dragons campaign set in The Forgotten

Realms, to be played in Fantasy Grounds 2.

	 This PDF is intended to accomplish a variety

of things. One, it should help prospective players

determine whether they want to, and can join the

game, and if so, how to do so. Two, it will give most of

the information necessary to create characters for the

game. Three, I will attempt explain the format; how

the game will play as far as style and how some of the

peculiarities of the design will make it different from

your typical D&amp;D game. Four, I will include as much of

the material and rules I will and won’t be using and/

or allowing my players to use in the game as possible.

And finally this is the primer for the campaign. All

players will read this to lessen the amount of time we

need to spend with set up once we get the ball rolling.



Dates



and Times

The campaign should be ready to go at the beginning

of May. As soon as I have enough players and we get

organized and on the same page, the campaign can

commence.



	 I am available on both Friday and Saturday nights

between about 18:00 and 2:00 GMT-4. Depending on

my players schedules my preference would be to run

the game from 19:00 to midnight on Saturdays, but I

am quite flexible on this. If Saturday is not possible

Friday will have to do, on roughly the same schedule.

If I get enough interest I could possibly be able to run

the game on both nights. This would be interesting

because of the unusual format of the game. I am

available on Tuesday through Thursday as well, but

more sporadically and would have more difficulty on

those days, but will consider them if necessary.



Format



The campaign has an underlying story, but the

adventures themselves will be quite episodic. Each

player in the campaign will design and control at least

two characters, but will only play one at any given

time. One character will not be a back-up to the other,

rather, both will participate separately to the story.

	 For each adventure a selected group of characters

will participate, one to a player. Sometimes the makeup of this group will be determined by the DM, other

times it will be determined by one or more players.

This will allow for characters to be replaced easily if

they die, or a player wants to try something new. If a



player can’t show up for that particular session it will

be a simple task to have another player take his place

or just form a smaller group without having to write

it into the story. If we permanently lose a player for

some reason their characters can be written out more

easily and replaced.

	 If enough people wish to play that I am able to

run games on both Friday and Saturday nights, both

sessions would be tied into each other. Multiple groups

will be working on separate tasks simultaneously

(in game). In that instance a player could possibly

play different characters on both nights if he or she

wished.



Setting



The campaign is set in The Forgotten Realms of 4th

edition. The story begins in Thesk, or more specifically

in the city of Phent.

	 Thesk sits on the northeast shore of the Sea of

Fallen Stars. Nicknamed the Gateway to the East,

Thesk is where the fabled Golden Way trade road

begins. From Telflamm to Mulsantir, this road is filled



with caravans carrying all sorts of goods and people

from Kara-Tur.

	 Theskians are tolerant and imperturbable people.

Exotic persons and diverse customs are normal where

east meets west. In light of the Rashemi suspicion of

foreigners, Thesk seems a welcoming place to settle.

It even boasts a few civilized orcs, remnants of war

against the Tuigan Horde.



Backstory



Nearing two decades ago, a mercenary organization

called the BlackThorn Project was operating in

Telflamm and the surrounding area. Early in its

existence, the group began experimenting with a

concept they coined ‘scratching’ which involved

kidnapping suitable children at a very young age

(in many cases, birth) and raising them to be loyal

and highly effective soldiers and agents within the

organization.

	 A brilliant, but power-crazed and morally corrupt

human tactician named Alarond Kelven inherited

control of the group when his predecessor was



assassinated. He began making power plays into the

city governments and also into criminal organizations

such as the Shadowmasters and the Yakuza. At the

same time he ramped up the use of the scratching

technique bringing in many new children, sometimes

utilizing techniques even more heinous than

kidnapping.

	 Kelven’s equally bright but much less morally

corrupt lieutenant Akim Barrett, who began in the

organization with the job of training and preparing

the youths, began to question BlackThorn’s principles

when Kelven ordered four scratch soldiers into a

known ambush at the insistence of Yakuza powerplayer Ymju Ku-tan. Soldiers Barrett had come to care

for. The situation amounted to almost certain death

for the agents, but would solidify an ally among the

Yakuza in Telflamm’s Shou-town for BlackThorn.

	 Barrett was unable to convince Kelven to change

his mind and the soldiers met their wasteful fate.

Soon after, he organized a split from BlackThorn

with Zax Stormbow, the group’s weapon-master and

senior agent; Brynne Shaughnessy, a young half-elf,

who was a scratch herself, and had been helping him

with the raising of the orphans; and a number of other

members who were likewise appalled when told of

the incident. The group were also able to liberate a

number of the young scratch candidates, probably

saving them from lives wasted serving the malicious

Kelven.

	 With a small group of uniquely skilled adventurers

and a group of young children to raise, financially, the

splinter group felt they had no choice but to continue

working for a living doing the only things they really

knew how.

	 A hundred miles to the east in the city of Phent,

Barrett, Stormbow and Shaughnessy formed ASPECT,

a similar underground organization, but with higher

moral character and the added purpose of ridding the

world of the evil Alarond Kelven and his BlackThorn

minions.



ASPECT



Now almost twenty years after the split, ASPECT

houses more than two dozen specially trained agents,

and a number of other non-combatant members,

trainees, and children. The practice of scratching still

goes on within ASPECT, but the youths come from

orphan situations and are treated as equals, not as

pawns. As well as training members from childhood,



ASPECT also occasionally recruits agents of all races

and backgrounds. They have taken on arcane scholars,

reformed criminals, soldiers, and others who have

what it takes to help the group, and fit in.

	 Akim Barrett, now in his fifties, still heads the

organization and has developed many contacts in

Phent and the surrounding communities. Because of

his principles, the members of the organization have

a great respect and trust for him and though a few

have left, those that remain tend to be fiercely loyal.

	 Like BlackThorn, ASPECT, as well as its members,

benefits monetarily from its various skill sets, but

the jobs Barrett accepts for his charges, while still

perilous and shadowy, tend to be more justifiable.

	 Brynne Shaughnessy plays the role of parent

and instructor to the scratches. She loves them and

attempts to raise them with strong values, but also

prepares them well for their likely careers as agents in

ASPECT.



Players



I am looking for somewhere between 4 and 14ish

players for the campaign. I can run it for one group of

4 to 5, possibly all the way up to two groups of 5 or 6

with a couple alternates or guest stars. We’ll just have

to see what kind of response I get.

	 To play you can be a 30-year D&amp;D and role-playing

veteran or an absolute newbie, as long as you are

friendly to the other players and myself, and want

to have a good time. I want people who are excited

about the game and want to play.

	 Please show up when you say you can, and be

courteous about letting us know if you have something

that will prevent you. I have no problem with having

players sit out occasionally because real life gets in

the way (I’m sure it will happen to me) but if you can’t

make it more than 50% of the time, don’t join.

	 If the group fills up (and if I start a second one and

that fills up too) and you really want to play, I will have

some alternates. Realistically, some player(s) will

likely quit and because of the format it will be easy to

work new players in.



My Style



I’m positive I’ll get asked this question, so I’ll answer

it as well as I can here. I like role-play, especially

with good role-players. I love telling a (more or less)

complex and interesting story. I ALSO dig action. There

will be a balance of action and RP in this campaign.



Some adventures will be more combat oriented than

others, but there will be plenty of both to go around.



Contact Info



How to get in touch with me:

Email - bleedingedgerisk@gmail.com

	 I am Muttering_Insano on the Fantasy Grounds 2

forums and in the FG2 chat (which I am often on).

	 I will be posting in the forum when this PDF is

finished and I will check that post for replies.

	 I also have an ObsidianPortal site for the campaign.

If you make an account there I will invite you if you are

playing in the game. I believe once things get rolling

the campaign forum on obsidianportal will be where

we do most of our communication.

	 Feel absolutely free to contact me in any of these

ways with questions, suggestions, comments, interest

or for any reason at all. I’ll try to be responsive and

prompt.



Material



and House Rules

I will allow players to choose attributes for their

characters from all available WotC printed materials

(including Dragon Magazine) with the exception of

campaign settings other than The Forgotten Realms.

I reserve the right to make exceptions to this on a

case by case basis. If you want a power or feat for your

character that doesn’t exist yet, ask. I’ll probably say

no (unless you write it into your character so well that

I can’t resist!), but it never hurts to ask. Anything else

excluded from character creation should be listed in

the following sections.

	 I use all errata, so your Magic Missile is the new

one. Your Sneak Attack can be used every turn, not

every round, etc.

	 The only house rule I have for now is that under

no circumstances when I’m DMing can you make a

critical hit without rolling a natural 20. Anything that

says otherwise is wrong. If all my players hate that,

I’ll reconsider, however I find combat in 4e becomes

much less entertaining at the higher levels when every

character is crit-ing every other round. I will notify

all players of any rules changes before they happen,

I try to avoid springing new stuff on my players midstream.



How



to Play

All right, if you’re still here (I know... I’m wordy. Sorry!)

and you want to play here’s what you do now:



	 Step one is to shoot me an email, or a PM in the

FG2 forums or find me in chat and let me know you’re

interested, and also ask any questions you might

have.

	 Step two is to get at least a lite license for Fantasy

Grounds 2. I have a Full license and that’s what we’ll

be using to play. You probably have it already, and if

not, drop the $24 bucks. It’s pretty sweet.

	 Now get to the good stuff and make a couple

characters.



Character Creation



Each prospective player will be responsible for

creating at least two characters for the campaign.

I will want character submissions long before the

campaign starts to give me an opportunity to help

each player tailor them, as well as to tailor the

adventures to the characters. D&amp;D Insider would be of

some help here, but is by no means necessary. If you

would like to apply but need help with the creation of

your character sheet, let me know and I’ll try to be of

assistance.



Character Concept	



Come up with a general idea for your character.

Your characters should, of course, be designed with

the lifestyle they live in mind. Agents in ASPECT are

skilled to deal with a variety of job types in a team

environment. Obviously, in a combat situation

they would need to be equipped to deal with all of

the same things any D&amp;D party would. Outside of

that they would not be strangers to a variety of less

straightforward jobs: assassination, espionage,

thievery, subterfuge, infiltration and so on.



Character Types



Choose a character type. There are two types of

player characters in The ASPECT Enigma campaign:

Scratches (see Backstory) and Recruits (see ASPECT).

The character creation process is similar for the two

but your character’s backstory will be much different,

as will their background traits and benefits.



Races



The following are available: From PHB - Dragonborn,

Dwarf, Eladrin, Elf, Half-Elf, Halfling, Human, and

Tiefling. From PHB2 - Gnome, Goliath, Half-Orc, and

Shifter. From FRPG - Drow, and Genasi. From Dragon



372 - Shadar-Kai, and from Dragon 376 - Revenant.

From MM1 - Orc.

	 If you want to play anything else you’ll have to

convince me with an awesome character concept, but

I am open minded.



Determine your ability scores with Method 2 from

the Player’s Handbook. That is a 22 point buy BEFORE

your racial modifiers. Additionally you may not begin

the game with an ability score higher than 18. There

will be a slight modification to your ability scores

once your character is accepted, but for now just use

the 22 point buy.



your character concept. I will assign you a campaign

specific background modifier after I read and approve

your character based on what you have given me.

Some of these are pretty cool and should help to

make our characters more interesting.

	 Please take some time to make me familiar with

your character. Is she a scratch or a recruit. If she’s

a recruit, how did that happen? What was it that

caught ASPECT’s eye? What is important to him?

If he is a scratch, how did he become so? Does he

even know? What does she think about her life and

her role in ASPECT. What does he look like? Does

she have a personal agenda? A secret? I want goals,

personality, history, ideals, religion, quirks, pet

peeves, insecurities, biases, eye color! You know,

whatever you can give me. There will be additions

to your numbers based on this background so be

thorough. You don’t have to write a novel, but the

more detail you come up with here, the easier it will

be for you to role-play your character.

	 Also keep in mind, the characters will all be more or

less familiar with each other so having good writtenout backgrounds should make the meet and greet go

more smoothly.

	 Finally, If you include something in your character

description that you want to be a secret from the other

players, denote that somehow so I don’t accidently

spill the beans.



Skills Feats



Submission



Classes



Any class is available to play as long as it’s in the

aforementioned materials, but I could reject Hybrid

characters on a case by case basis. Again, if you want

to play one, convince me with a kick-ass character

concept and there should be no problem.



Roles



Your character role (Defender, Leader, Striker, or

Controller) MAY NOT be the same for both of your

characters. If you make three characters, make them

all in different roles.



Ability Scores



and Powers

Go by the rules here. Again there will be a slight

modification after your character is accepted, but

nothing Earth-shattering. Powers can be drawn from

Player’s Handbooks, Dragon Magazine, the Powers

books (Martial Power 1 and 2, Arcane Power, etc.)

D&amp;D Essentials and the Forgotten Realms Setting.

Anything else, run it by me first.



Equipment



Purchase your equipment using 150 gold pieces.

Anything left over, you keep. Keep in mind that

ASPECT does have an armory. No magic items may be

purchased prior to the campaign. If you have a non

standard item request, again, run it by me.



Background



Do not choose one of the backgrounds provided in

the rule books for the bonuses. Those bonuses won’t

count. Choose one if it helps you think of how to write



Once you’ve figured all this stuff out, send me what

you’ve got. Email is fine. So are any of the other contact

methods. If you do email me, attach a character sheet,

or file if you have one. Put TAE Char Submission in the

subject line or something of that nature. I will respond

as soon as I’ve read it. Make sure you include your FG2

forum name.

	 Also include preferred play times (even if they

aren’t MY preferred play times), and known schedule

conflicts. Once I’ve determined a day (or days)

and times, I will start approving players and their

characters. At that point you all can hop on the

obsidianportal forum and start getting to know each

other’s characters if you like.

	 Don’t forget, unless you want to be a part time

player I need at least two characters from everybody.

For the time being, at least, every character will not be

in every adventure.

	 Thanks for reading!
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